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What is the impact of major-power intervention on civil-war onset? A considerable hurdle to answering this question is

gauging expectations about future intervention on the eve of conflict. We tackle this challenge by developing a unified

theoretical and empirical model of civil-war onset and subsequent intervention. Our model allows for strategic in-

terdependence among interveners, and our empirical strategy enables estimation of intervention expectations from

equilibrium behavior. We fit the model to civil war and intervention data from the second half of the twentieth century

and find that major-power intervention is primarily characterized by strategic complementarities—for example, cost

sharing among allies or competition for control among rivals—rather than free-riding incentives. Through counter-

factual experiments, we show that commitments to decreased intervention would raise the risk of civil war worldwide,

whereas increased intervention would have little effect. Our results suggest that coordination among major powers is

maximally deterring civil conflict.

S ince the 1950s, over two in five countries have expe-
rienced some type of civil conflict.1 These wars not only
cause immediate, staggering death and destruction—

more than 6 million battle deaths in sum—but they have far-
reaching consequences: even moderately sized civil conflicts
reduce income per capita by 20%, life expectancy by one year,
and educational enrollment by 2.5% (Gates et al. 2012; Lai
and Thyne 2007). Third parties frequently intervene mili-
tarily in civil wars, and interventions by major powers are
especially prominent: close to half of civil conflicts involve a
major power, and a third feature intervention by multiple
powers (Regan 2002). Even humanitarian interventions often
require coercive force to be effective.

While scholars have amassed considerable evidence that
rebel groups indeed anticipate the responses of potential
interveners,2 the impact of expected intervention, or lack
thereof, on the likelihood of civil war is not well understood.
Existing theoretical and empirical assessments are incon-
clusive.3 And historical examples abound suggesting that
interventions could both encourage and discourage the onset
of civil conflict. For instance, Bosnian leaders openly admit
that they anticipated Serbian retaliation and military dom-
inance on the eve of civil war, but they repeatedly broke
cease-fires in hopes of provoking wartime atrocities and an
expected US intervention (Kuperman 2008). In contrast, the
Brezhnev doctrine asserted the right of the Soviet Union to
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intervene in other communist countries whenever counter-
revolutionary forces threatened socialism, and, in fact, War-
saw Pact membership perfectly predicts the absence of civil
conflict during the Cold War (Fearon and Laitin 2003).

At the heart of this puzzle is understanding rebels’ expecta-
tions about third-party intervention. Drawing on insights from
the theory of principal-agent problems, previous studies cau-
tion that even interventions with purely humanitarian motives
may be misguided as they can create perverse incentives for
rebel groups who otherwise would not mobilize for civil war
(Kuperman 2008). Weak groups, in particular, may rebel only if
they expect a third party to intervene and alleviate the costs of
the eventual conflict (Narang 2015; Spaniel 2018). The Bosnian
case offers a notable example of such incentives at play.

Reliably estimating intervention expectations, however,
poses three conceptual and methodological challenges. First,
it is difficult to proxy for these expectations, and previous
attempts may suffer from reverse causality—for example,
the decision to station US troops in a country (Cunningham
2016) may be informed by its low latent risk of civil unrest.
Furthermore, direct measures of expectations are typically
based on evidence from countries that have experienced civil
war (Carroll 2018; Gent 2007; Kuperman 2008), which raises
sample selection concerns. For example, the observed fre-
quency of US intervention in foreign civil conflicts could be
explained through two channels. On one hand, the United
States may have a high underlying propensity for interven-
tion due to its position on the international stage. On the
other, if US interventions are on average favorable to rebel
groups, then civil wars may be more likely to erupt when
rebels expect the United States to intervene.

Second, even unilateral interventions do not occur in iso-
lation. Third parties also anticipate each other’s actions due to
the possibility of strategic interdependence. If interventions
are like public goods, with strong free-riding incentives,
intervention by one state could discourage intervention by
others—that is, interventions could be strategic substitutes
(Olson and Zeckhauser 1966; Steinwand 2015). On the other
hand, competition for control among rivals (Grossman and
Helpman 1994; Hirshleifer 1989) or tactical complementar-
ities among allies could lead intervention by one to en-
courage others to intervene as well—hence, interventions
could be strategic complements. A major power’s interven-
tion decisions, therefore, may have not only a direct effect on
civil-war onset via their influence on local actors but also an
indirect effect by encouraging or discouraging intervention
by other powers. Understanding the net impact of expected
intervention requires disentangling these effects.

Third, if strategic spillovers are sufficiently strong, mul-
tiple intervention outcomes could be plausible. For example,

with strategic complements between two potential inter-
veners, both or neither intervening could constitute equi-
librium behaviors—as in a stag-hunt game—with disparate
consequences for rebel groups. Ignoring how this multi-
plicity factors into relevant actors’ expectations may effec-
tively result in omitted-variable bias.

In this paper, we develop a unified theoretical and em-
pirical model of civil-war onset and major-power interven-
tion. The model has three key features. First, interaction is
sequential: rebel groups first decide whether or not to in-
stigate a conflict, and major powers subsequently decide
whether or not to intervene. When rebels choose to start a
civil war, their expectations about foreign intervention are
derived from (subgame perfect) equilibrium behavior. Second,
the intervention (sub)game is multilateral, with potential spill-
overs among major powers influencing their intervention
decisions. Third, rather than assuming away multiplicity of
plausible outcomes with ad hoc restrictions—for example, a
selection rule or specific timing of moves—we approach it as
an empirical question. Our estimation strategy flexibly con-
trols for the empirical determinants of coordination in equi-
librium selection. We fit our model to civil war and major-
power intervention data from the second half of the twentieth
century (Regan 2002) using a relatively new maximum sim-
ulated likelihood procedure for games with multiple equilibria
(Bajari, Hong, and Ryan 2010). Thus, we estimate expectations
about major-power intervention from observed equilibrium
behavior. Two major results emerge.

First, we examine strategic spillovers among major pow-
ers. For each major-power pair, we estimate a parameter
describing whether the expectation of intervention by one
encourages or discourages intervention by the other. A priori,
it is not obvious which effect should dominate in the data:
rivals may seek to avoid direct confrontation or to compete for
control, and allies may free ride on each other’s efforts or face
cost-sharing incentives. We find that major powers generally
have a stronger preference for intervening if they expect others
to do so as well. This suggests that cost-sharing incentives
dominate among allies (e.g., United States and United King-
dom) and competition dominates among rivals (e.g., United
States and China). Nonetheless, we find one important ex-
ception: strong free-riding incentives exist between France
and the United States. Notably, this strategic substitution ef-
fect between the two key allies is present only during the Cold
War, which is consistent with France maintaining an exclu-
sive sphere of influence in Africa during this period when
French and US goals were more aligned (Schraeder 2000).

Second, we use our fitted model to quantify the impact of
expected intervention on civil-war onset. The main advan-
tage of our unified theoretical and empirical approach is that
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it is ideally suited for such counterfactual policy experiments
as it accounts for the indirect effects of interventions due to
strategic interdependence. For instance, we find that US
interventions tend to directly encourage rebels to instigate
conflict, as in the Bosnian case. However, as noted, US in-
terventions encourage UK interventions, and our results
indicate that the latter tend to discourage civil-war onset.
Thus, the direct and indirect effects of intervention can move
in countervailing directions.

To determine which effect dominates substantively, we
first consider the consequences of unilateral commitments
by each major power to either always or never intervene in civil
conflicts. Specifically, we fix the behavior (intervene or not) of a
major power, and we use our estimated model to simulate the
optimal responses of the other powers and predict whether
rebels would initiate a conflict. Although previous work has
examined the effects of expected US and Russian interventions
via proxies, it has been difficult to do so for the remaining major
powers. We find that unilateral commitments to abstention
would significantly increase the risk of civil war worldwide by
5–10 percentage points. On the other hand, commitments to
intervention would have little effect, with one exception: if the
United States could commit to always intervene, the likelihood
of peace would decrease by 10 percentage points.

Our results thus confirm the logic underlying Kuper-
man’s (2008) case studies on a wider scale: US commitments
to intervention can hinder peace. In contrast, previous cross-
national analyses emphasize the conflict-deterrent potential
of foreign interventions—especially those from the United
States or Russia (Cunningham 2016; Fearon and Laitin 2003).
One reason for this is that, by proxying for Russian and US
interventions using Warsaw Pact membership or importance
in the US security hierarchy, respectively, these studies are
likely picking up expected interventions where the two powers
have the greatest incentive to maintain the status quo, which
misses interventions potentially more favorable to rebels. To
better highlight this, we directly compare these proxies with
our model’s equilibrium intervention expectations. Both prox-
ies correlate with our model’s estimates in expected directions,
but they miss substantial heterogeneity. For example, we find
that the United States is considerably more likely to intervene in
conflicts when they occur in Iraq or North Korea than in Sri
Lanka or Bangladesh, even though both groups of countries
have identical US security hierarchy scores. That is, the hi-
erarchy scores fail to capture potential US interventions to
disrupt the status quo, which can encourage conflict.4 More
broadly, this exercise illustrates how structural modeling and

estimation can help political scientists measure unobserved
quantities of substantive interest.

Finally, our counterfactuals suggest that coordination
among major powers has been maximally successful at de-
terring civil conflict. To explore this further, we quantify the
full range of outcomes that are plausible given equilibrium
behavior, and we show that, indeed, observed coordination
among major powers has effectively deterred civil wars to the
fullest extent possible. Overall, our results uncover little ben-
efit—and considerable risk of unintended consequences—
from new policies or international agreements aimed at dis-
couraging civil-war onset via major-power intervention.

RELATED LITERATURE
Critics of foreign intervention in civil wars frequently point
to its potential to inadvertently encourage conflict (e.g.,
Kuperman 2008). As noted, existing efforts at quantifying
these unintended consequences rely mostly on proxies for
beliefs about foreign support. The list of proxies is long and
includes several dyadic measures between potential conflict
countries and outside interveners (Cetinyan 2002; Cunning-
ham 2016; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Salehyan, Gleditsch, and
Cunningham 2011; Thyne 2006). What separates this paper
from those referenced here is that our approach does not re-
quire measures of intervention expectations, which are instead
derived from equilibrium behavior.

Alternatively, Carroll (2018) estimates intervention ex-
pectations using a machine learning approach. He trains a
predictive model of intervention behavior on the subsample
of countries where civil war has occurred and extrapolates to
countries with no conflict. Strategic selection (Signorino
2002) makes the extrapolation effort difficult, however. With
such data, empirical analyses cannot untangle, for example,
whether a foreign power intervenes frequently because it has
small intervention costs or because its interventions encour-
age rebellion.

In addition, formal models illustrate how bargaining be-
tween rebels and governments may more easily break down
when the two sides anticipate an outside party (Cetinyan
2002; Kydd and Straus 2013; Meirowitz et al. 2019; Powell
2017; Spaniel 2018). Existing work mainly considers a single
intervener, which rules out the possibility of spillover effects
from intervention decisions. Spillovers are common, however,

4. Indeed, when we extend our analysis to account explicitly for the
direction of support of interventions, we find (i) that the United States is

more likely to support rebels than governments and (ii) that, conditional
on either direction of support, US interventions tend to directly encourage
rebellion (although the effect for government-sided interventions is not
statistically significant). This suggests that, conditional on direction, the
United States uses tactics or adopts bargaining positions perceived as rel-
atively favorable by rebels.
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in reduced-form empirical analyses of why foreign powers
intervene in civil wars (Findley and Teo 2006), and they also
appear in the context of foreign aid and investment (Lebovic
2005; Steinwand 2015). Gent (2007) conducts a structural
analysis of civil-war intervention and finds evidence of spill-
overs using a two-player, sequential model of interventions.
These effects are estimated using the subsample of countries
that have experienced civil conflict, however, which again
raises selection concerns. Moreover, we estimate spillovers
as major-power-pair fixed effects rather than as functions of
alliance or rivalry measures, which results in a more general
specification.

Finally, our analysis addresses how spillover effects can
create multiple plausible predictions or equilibria. Without
additional structure, multiplicity can lead to ill-defined like-
lihood functions, mistaken inferences, and incorrect sub-
stantive effects.5 As a workaround, some studies impose
refinements or assume that covariates perfectly determine
equilibrium selection.6 Instead, we approach multiplicity as
an empirical question by modeling and estimating equilib-
rium selection—that is, how major powers coordinate their
intervention decisions—as a latent probability distribution
over all possible equilibria.

A MODEL OF CIVIL WAR AND INTERVENTION
A rebel group R chooses whether to embark on a civil
conflict (aR p 1) or not (aR p 0). If R launches a civil war,
then major power m p 1, ... , M decides whether to inter-
vene (am p 1) or not (am p 0) in the conflict. Intervention
decisions are made simultaneously. Throughout, we use m to
denote an arbitrary major power and i p R; 1, ... , M to
denote an arbitrary player of the game.

Let a p (aR; a1; ::: ; aM) denote an action profile. In this
game, the set of feasible action profiles is A p fa ∈
f0; 1gM11 : if aR p 0;  then ai p 0 8 ig. That is, either (i) the
rebels instigate war and any combination of major-power
intervention is possible, or (ii) the rebels choose peace and
no intervention can occur.

Payoffs are common knowledge and take the following
form:

vi(a;w; v; ϵi) p ui(a;w; v) 1 ϵi(a): ð1Þ

Thus, i’s payoff from action profile a ∈ A, vi(a; w, v, ϵi), is
composed of two terms. The first is a function ui(a; w, v) that
captures the systematic features of i’s payoff. This function is
parameterized using covariates w and coefficients v to be
estimated. We write w p (wR;wI) to refer to covariates that
are relevant to the rebels (wR) and interveners (wI). The
second component of i’s payoff is a random profile-specific
shock ϵi(a). This term captures idiosyncratic features of the
game that are common knowledge to the players but unob-
served by the analyst. We assume that ϵi(a) is drawn from the
standard normal distribution and is independent across pro-
files and players, a common assumption in empirical analyses
of this class of games.7

We endow the rebels’ systematic payoff with the func-
tional form:

uR(a;wR; v) p aR(xR ⋅ b1 o
M

mp1
am½gm 1 zRm ⋅ g0�): ð2Þ

This payoff structure has a natural interpretation. First, we
normalize the payoff from not launching a civil conflict to
zero. Thus, xR ⋅ b represents a baseline expected relative ben-
efit of initiating conflict, which we parameterize using stan-
dard country-level covariates xR from the civil war literature
(e.g., mountainous terrain, democracy, GDP per capita). The
term gm 1 zRm ⋅ g0 describes how m’s intervention decision af-
fects R’s expected war payoff. Here, gm is a baseline effect—
specific to power m—that is adjusted by zRm ⋅ g0. Thus, the
model incorporates standard dyadic measures zRm of intervener
characteristics (e.g., colonial history, alliance relationship) that
describe whether an intervention is likely to support or un-
dermine rebels’ efforts. For example, rebels may expect sub-
stantial resistance from m’s intervention if m has a security
alliance with the host government. Likewise, rebels may have
baseline expectations concerning major powers’ attitudes to-
ward insurrection and the amount of resources they are likely
to expend, which are captured by the major-power fixed ef-
fects, gm.

We pursue a similar strategy with the systematic payoffs
of the major powers:

um(a;wI; v) p am(xI ⋅ fm 1 zIm ⋅ x1 o
m0≠m

am0dm0;m): ð3Þ

The sum xI ⋅ fm 1 zIm ⋅ x represents major power m’s ex-
pected net benefit of intervening in the civil war, absent in-
tervention by other major powers. This payoff is parameter-
ized using standard country-level covariates xI as well as dyadic5. For discussions in the econometrics literature, see Bajari et al.

(2010) and Tamer (2003).
6. See, e.g., Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco (2021) and Jo (2011). In the

political methodology literature, other approaches include tweaking the
underlying data-generating process so that simultaneity operates through
latent variables (or errors) or lagged outcomes—see Franzese, Hays, and
Cook (2016) for a thorough summary.

7. Another typical choice is the type I extreme value distribution.
However, due to its symmetry and numerical performance in simulations,
the standard normal distribution is better suited to our estimation strategy.
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covariates zIm from the intervention literature. For example,
major powers may have a greater incentive to intervene in
democracies or in countries that are closer to their own
borders. The final component of m’s systematic payoff from
intervention captures the strategic nature of major-power in-
teractions. For each pair of major powers, dm0,m measures the
extent to which, on average, intervention efforts by m and m0

are strategic complements or substitutes. If dm0;m 1 0, then m
has a stronger preference for intervention if it expects m0 to
intervene as well. In this case, intervention efforts are com-
plementary, as when rivals compete for control or allies face
cost-sharing incentives. If dm0;m ! 0, then m has a weaker
preference for intervention if it expects m0 to intervene, as in
the case of free riding among allies or avoidance of direct con-
frontation among rivals.

For the sake of parsimony, we impose two common
restrictions on the coefficients in equation (3).8 First, we
allow for major-power fixed effects in the baseline payoff
from intervening in a civil war, but we pool coefficients as-
sociated with nonconstant covariates.9 Second, we impose
symmetry on the spillover effects—that is, we assume that
dm;m0 p dm0;m for all pairs of major powers m and m0. Previous
empirical analyses of intervention decisions do not consider
intervener fixed effects, and they impose more restrictive
forms of symmetry on spillovers by letting them depend only
on covariates such as rivalry or alliance measures (e.g.,
Findley and Teo 2006; Gent 2007; Regan 1998). Our speci-
fication is therefore more general than the typical approach.
Indeed, as discussed below, our model, while parsimonious,
can accommodate remarkable heterogeneity in the net sub-
stantive effects of intervention decisions on both rebels’ and
major powers’ incentives.

A strategy for the rebels is a decision jR ∈ f0; 1g to start a
civil war or not. A strategy for major power m is a probability
jm ∈ ½0; 1� of intervention in the event of a conflict.10 Let
j p (jR; j1; :::; jM) denote a generic strategy profile and j(a)
denote the probability that action profile a ∈ A is played un-
der j. Because the game is partly sequential with complete
information, we focus on subgame perfect Nash equilibria—
equilibria hereafter. Collect player i’s payoffs in the vector
vi p (vi(a))a∈A, and let v p (vR; v1; ::: ; vM). We denote by
E(v) the set of all equilibria given payoffs v.

As noted, there may be multiple equilibria of the game—
that is, given payoffs v, the set E(v) may have more than one
element. Unaddressed, multiplicity poses serious challenges
for estimation due essentially to omitted-variable bias: while
the players know which equilibrium they are playing, this is
unobserved by the analyst. Though we could endow our
model with additional structure or refinements to guarantee
uniqueness, there is little empirical justification for such ad
hoc restrictions. For example, assuming that major powers
move sequentially in the intervention subgame would rem-
edy the problem, but it would require imposing a specific
order of play among potential interveners. Furthermore,
there is little hope that the data would help identify such
order: we cannot observe the timing of interventions in
countries with no civil war, and in observations with conflict
the power with the first opportunity to intervene may be
different from the power that ultimately intervenes first.

In contrast, we take a more flexible approach by treating
multiplicity as an empirical question. When faced with
multiple plausible outcomes, as Schelling (1960) describes,
players rely on features of their environment or history to
form expectations about which equilibrium is likely to at-
tract the most attention, thereby becoming focal and leading
them to rationally play it. We model this selection process
simply as a probability distribution over the set of equilibria,
which we estimate. Note that a key advantage is that this
accommodates the possibility that our actors play different
equilibria across observationally equivalent scenarios. Spe-
cifically, given payoffs v, F(j; v, l) denotes the probability
that equilibrium j ∈ E(v) is played. The parameter vector l
is to be estimated, and it captures the relative importance of
different factors determining equilibrium selection. These
factors may depend on payoffs v and equilibrium behavior
j—for example, the expected number of interveners or the
preferences of major powers. We discuss in detail our spe-
cification of F(j; v, l) in appendix B.1 (apps. A–F are avail-
able online).

It is now straightforward to compute the likelihood of
observing action profile a ∈ A given covariates w, payoff
parameters v p (b; g;f; x; d), and equilibrium selection
parameters l:

P(a;w; v; l) p ∫ o
j∈ E(v(w;v;ϵ))

F(j; v(w; v; ϵ); l)j(a)

#
g(ϵ)dϵ;

"

ð4Þ
where g is the joint probability density function of ϵ p
(ϵR; ϵ1; ::: ; ϵM) described above. The likelihood in equation (4)
has a natural interpretation. First, the covariates, payoff
parameters, and realized payoff shocks determine the players’
payoff vector v(w, v, ϵ), which in turn determines the set of

8. These restrictions help reduce the dimensionality of the model but
are not necessary for identification.

9. The first coordinate of xI is a constant—that is, xI p (1; xI
2; ::: ; x

I
K ),

where K denotes the total number of covariates. Given fm p (fm;1; :::fm;K ),
we set fm;k p fm0 ;k for all k ≥ 2 and all m and m0.

10. Our assumption regarding the distribution of payoff shocks implies
that equilibria with proper mixing by the rebels occur with probability zero.
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equilibria E(v(w, v, ϵ)). Then j(a) is the probability of ob-
serving action profile a ∈ A conditional on equilibrium
j ∈ E(v(w; v; ϵ)) being played. Second, the selection pa-
rameters determine the probability F(j; v(w, v, ϵ), l) that
equilibrium j is selected from E(v(w, v, ϵ)). Finally, equation (4)
integrates out the unobservables (from the researcher’s per-
spective): the realized equilibrium and payoff shocks.11

Before describing our empirical strategy, we remark on
several key features of our model. First, we do not explicitly
model war outcomes in players’ payoffs, in large part due to
data availability regarding conflict evolution, resources ex-
pended, and terms of settlement, which limits our ability to
reliably estimate these outcomes as a function of intervention
decisions. Nevertheless, we interpret equations (2) and (3) in
standard discrete-choice fashion as capturing players’ ex-
pected net benefit from conflict participation. This enables
us to organize within a coherent and familiar theoretical
framework covariates that previous studies have shown are
robustly associated with civil-war onset and intervention. For
instance, we find that major powers’ net benefit from inter-
vention decreases with distance to conflict, which is consistent
with, for example, increasing deployment costs and reduced
domestic interest.

Second, for our empirical analysis, we use Regan’s (2002)
data, where interventions are ascertained using news reports,
as in other event-data studies, which raises concerns about
potential measurement error. In particular, states may have
strategic incentives to hide the timing, scope, and scale of
their interventions. To mitigate this, we take a coarser look at
the data and focus on whether participation at all by an in-
tervener can be discovered. Accordingly, rather than ex-
plicitly modeling the scale or timing of intervention efforts,
we model only the high-level strategic decision by a major
power to participate or not in an ongoing civil conflict.12 This
allows us to adopt a more flexible model specification that
accounts for important and often-overlooked unobserved
heterogeneity in both major powers’ propensity for inter-
vention and their influence on rebels’ expected benefits from
war. Nonetheless, to examine the sensitivity of our results to
this key modeling choice, we conduct in appendix E a series
of robustness exercises concerning alternative potential cod-
ings of the data. As discussed below, our main findings are
virtually unchanged.

Third, we do not model the direction of support of an
intervention. Again, this is motivated by data limitations:
some states appear to intervene on multiple sides of a con-
flict—for example, Regan’s (2002) data record Russia as
supporting both sides of the Congolese civil war—and others
overwhelmingly favor a particular side—for example, France
intervenes in 14 civil conflicts but supports the rebels only
once.13 As noted, to account for this important feature of a
major power’s strategy in our baseline analysis, we estimate
the expected characteristics of an intervention using fixed
effects and observable dyadic covariates such as alliance
relationships. Indeed, we find that intervention by a major
power that, for example, has a security alliance with the re-
bels’ home government tends to reduce rebels’ expected ben-
efits from civil war. Likewise, we find that expected inter-
ventions by France and the United Kingdom tend to decrease
rebels’ war payoffs more than other major powers, and ta-
ble A2 illustrates that French and British interventions are
generally in support of governments over rebels. Thus, while
not explicitly modeled, our baseline analysis successfully ac-
commodates observed patterns of major-power support in
civil conflicts. Furthermore, in appendix F, we estimate an
extension of our model that endogenizes the direction of sup-
port of interventions, and our main results remain.

Fourth, we do not model the actions of the host govern-
ment. Empirical studies of civil-war onset have overwhelm-
ingly focused on the incentives for rebels to launch insur-
gencies (Blattman and Miguel 2010; Fearon and Laitin 2003;
Lacina 2014). We similarly prioritize the rebels’ decision
problem and approximate the host government’s behavior
through covariates. For example, democratic governments
may be more likely to share power with rebels, and high-
income countries may more easily repress the local popula-
tion. We estimate net effects of such country characteristics
on rebels’ incentives to initiate a conflict.

Finally, our approach to multiplicity is novel in political
science and deserves further discussion. The likelihood in
equation (4) shares features of more familiar selection and
mixture models. The term F(j; v(w; v; ϵ); l)j(a) resembles
the likelihood of a selection model, where the within-
sample likelihood, j(a), is weighted by the probability of
selection into the sample, F(j; v(w, v, ϵ), l). And the sum
oj∈ E(v(w;v;ϵ)) F(j; v(w; v; ϵ); l)j(a) can be viewed as a finite
mixture. This mixture arises endogenously from the set of
equilibria,E(v(w, v, ϵ)), which depends on residual unobserved
heterogeneity, ϵ, explicitly accounted for in equation (4).

11. Because ϵi(a) is independent and identically distributed standard
normal, all payoff vectors v have positive density, which implies that
P(a;w; v; l) 1 0 for all profiles a ∈ A and all (v, l).

12. This is similar to work by, e.g., Cetinyan (2002), Gent (2007),
Grigoryan (2010), and Regan (1998, 2002).

13. See table A2 (tables A1, A2, C1, D1–D4, E1–E12, and F1–F4 are
available online).
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As noted above, scholars have long argued that equilib-
rium selection is likely determined by shared history, norms,
or environmental factors on which players rely to refine their
expectations. While from this perspective multiplicity of
equilibria could be viewed as reflecting an incomplete ac-
count of the strategic situation under consideration, multi-
plicity often remains even in rich extensive-form games un-
der strong equilibrium refinements. Admittedly, we focus in
our analysis on the high-level strategic form of what is surely
a much more intricate setting for civil-war onset and inter-
vention. This likely omits, for example, important aspects of
communication and coordination among major powers con-
cerning intervention efforts. However, without additional
information about the details of such interactions, rather
than ignoring multiplicity, which would severely undermine
our analysis, we parsimoniously estimate via F(j; v, l) the
key factors driving equilibrium selection in the data. In appen-
dix D, we show that our main results are robust to alternative
specifications of the equilibrium selection mechanism.

An alternative approach, common in economics, would
be to remain agnostic about which equilibrium is played in
the data and to estimate instead the set of parameters con-
sistent with the equilibria of the model.14 While this set (or
partial) identification approach has many advantages—in-
cluding possibly relaxing what information is available to
players (Magnolfi and Roncoroni 2019)—it has two signif-
icant drawbacks. Inference typically relies on subsampling
methods that are very computationally expensive and sen-
sitive to tuning parameters for which there is often little
practical guidance.15 More importantly, set identification is
by nature not guaranteed to deliver useful or precise infor-
mation about substantive effects of interest. As noted by
Bajari et al. (2010), estimation of the equilibrium selection
mechanism, on the other hand, enables the researcher to
simulate the model, which is central to performing the type
of counterfactual experiments at the heart of this paper.

It is important for future research to extend our modeling
framework, improve the quality of available data, and revisit
the above features of our analysis with greater detail. For the
sake of transparency and robustness, we take a more restrained
first step. The key benefit is simultaneously addressing—for
the first time, to our knowledge—selection into civil war and
strategic interdependence among interveners. This enables us
to flexibly and reliably estimate intervention expectations and
to quantify their impact on the likelihood of conflict onset.

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
Data
We define major powers as the five permanent members of
the UN Security Council.16 Because our model is static, we
construct a cross-sectional, country-level sample, where all
countries, besides the major powers themselves, represent
individual observations associated with an outcome (action
profile a ∈ A) of the game. Following the literature, we use
Regan’s (2002) data to identify the occurrence of civil wars
and military interventions therein.17 For each country, we
code the rebels as starting a civil war if at any time between
1950 and 1999 the country appears as a civil war in Regan’s
(2002) data. Similarly, we code a major power as intervening
in the country if it is recorded as a third-party intervener at
any time between 1950 and 1999.18

Recall that our covariates include country-specific as well
as country-major-power-specific data. As country-specific
covariates we include a measure of terrain ruggedness from
Shaver, Carter, and Shawa (2019), the polity2 measure of
democracy from the Polity IV database, and population and
GDP per capita from Maddison (2010). These covariates
repeatedly appear as the most robust predictors of civil-war
onset (Blattman and Miguel 2010; Hegre and Sambanis
2006). As such, they likely approximate relevant costs and
benefits for rebels—for example, insurgencies may be more
successful on mountainous terrain (Fearon and Laitin 2003).
As dyadic covariates we include alliances from Gibler (2008),
colonial history from the Correlates of War (COW) project,
and the distance between each country and major power’s
capitals. We also include an indicator of whether the major
power and the country have fought an interstate war, as
defined by COW. While some of the covariates do not vary
over time—for example, colonial history, terrain rugged-
ness, and distance—the remaining do, and we take the mean
value for each country or each country-major-power pair
between 1950 and 1999 as our observation. Finally, for in-
terpretability, we standardize continuous variables.

14. See, e.g., Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) and Iaryczower, Shi, and Shum
(2018).

15. Kalandrakis (2019) discusses and exploits recent advancements in
this literature.

16. This definition excludes Germany and Japan, but the two com-
bined account for less than 2% of observed major-power interventions and
less than 1% of all interventions. In contrast, the next least likely inter-
vener is China, accounting for 5% of major-power interventions.

17. In the data, civil wars are internal conflicts with at least 200 battle-
field fatalities. Interventions are military or economic (but not diplomatic)
activities that break with past practices or conventions to influence the
balance of power in a civil war. Military interventions include the deploy-
ment of forces, giving of equipment or intelligence, and military sanctions.
Economic interventions include loans, debt relief, and economic sanctions.

18. In a robustness exercise, we focus specifically on military—ex-
cluding economic—interventions. As shown in app. E, our main results
remain.
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By constructing a cross-sectional sample, we depart from
previous structural endeavors in international relations,
which generally use panel data and repeat a static game in
every group-year (e.g., Carter 2010; Gent 2007; Kurizaki and
Whang 2015). We avoid a panel setup in our baseline
analysis because it would introduce time dependence. If a
country experiences civil-war onset in one year, the conflict
is likely to continue in the next. If a major power intervenes
in a civil war in one country-year, this may alter the costs of
subsequent interventions. Scholars typically use functions of
past actions to account for this serial correlation in reduced-
form regressions (e.g., Beck, Katz, and Tucker 1998). In our
structural framework, however, such an approach would
treat past endogenous actions as exogenous covariates and
would imply that our actors do not take into account how
their actions in one period affect future payoffs, an unap-
pealing assumption given our view on the strategic nature
of major-power interventions. Put simply, a panel analysis
would require a dynamic model and, as discussed above,
reliable data about the timing of intervention efforts. While
we acknowledge the importance of exploring dynamic in-
centives in future work, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

Nevertheless, to address justifiable concerns that our
cross-sectional sample may gloss over important temporal
heterogeneity, we engage in four robustness checks in ap-
pendix E. First, we vary the sample period—during and after
the Cold War—and separately reestimate our model in each
time frame. Second, we drop countries with multiple civil
wars.19 Third, we consider country-decade observations fol-
lowing the same coding rules as above.20 Fourth, we consider
country-decade observations coding covariates based on their
initial values in the decade rather than averaging over time. As
discussed below, our main conclusions persist in all four ex-
ercises, assuaging concerns about our baseline cross-sectional
analysis.

Estimation
We estimate the parameters of our model via maximum
simulated likelihood.21 As described, for a sample of N p

150 countries and M p 5 major powers, our data consist of
observed civil-war onset and intervention decisions as well
as various country-specific and dyadic (relative to each
major power) covariates:

D p f(an;wn)gN
np1
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where subscript n p 1, ... , N indexes observations (coun-
tries). Using equation (4), the likelihood of the data can be
written as
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#
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Directly maximizing (the log of) L(D; v, l) poses two
computational challenges. First, the integrals in equation (5)
do not admit closed-form solutions. Moreover, note that
the set of equilibria E(v(wn, v, ϵn)) depends on the payoff
parameters v, which implies that costly equilibrium calcu-
lations would be required at every step of the optimization
search process. Following Bajari et al. (2010), we address
these challenges with a threefold approach: we employ a
change-of-variables transformation, importance sampling,
and Monte Carlo integration. We then estimate v and l by
maximizing the resulting simulated likelihood L̂(D; v; l).22

This estimator is consistent and asymptotically normal by
standard arguments from the theory of importance sampling
and maximum simulated likelihood (Hajivassiliou and Ruud
1994). We provide a detailed description of our estimation
algorithm in appendix B.2.

ESTIMATION RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 present our coefficient estimates. Table 1
reports the payoff parameters besides the spillover effects d,
which are in table 2.23

The first column of table 1 shows the rebels’ payoff pa-
rameters. The first five rows correspond to country-specific
variables that shape rebels’ baseline utility from launching a
civil war, and we find effects that agree with the existing
literature. The remaining rows correspond to rebels’ pref-
erences over major-power interveners. Thus, the positive
coefficient in the US row indicates that expected US inter-
ventions tend to increase rebel war payoffs, all else equal. In
contrast, the negative coefficient in the UK row implies that,

19. Aggregating interventions over multiple conflicts may overstate
strategic complementarities if major powers frequently change their in-
tervention decisions across conflicts. Reassuringly, this is not the case: at
the high end, the United States and Russia switch intervention decisions in
17% of countries with civil wars, and France and China do so in ap-
proximately 6% at the low end. Furthermore, our results are robust to
excluding these countries from our sample.

20. Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco (2021) and Kurizaki and Whang (2015)
also use country-decade observations.

21. Identification is guaranteed by our model specification—see
app. B.3.

22. Standard errors are computed using an estimate of the informa-
tion matrix—see app. B.2 for details.

23. See app. C for model fit and app. D for discussion of the equi-
librium selection parameters l.
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on average, rebels expect a substantial cost from UK inter-
ventions. Notice that the only major powers without nega-
tive, significant coefficient estimates are the United States
and Russia, indicating that the two Cold War rivals tend to
be less hostile to rebels. As previewed, we also find that major
powers that are allied with the host government reduce
rebels’ payoffs to a greater extent when they intervene in a
civil war than major powers without such alliances. Intui-
tively, interveners who are allied with the government are
more likely to support the anti-rebel cause. In addition,
major powers that intervene in civil wars in former colonies
tend to increase rebel war payoffs.

It may be difficult to interpret whether interventions from
any specific major power directly increase or decrease rebels’

incentives for conflict because these effects are composed of
several terms. For major power m, the sample average effect
of an intervention on rebels’ expected war payoff is

�gm p ĝm 1
1
N
o
N

np1
zRnm ⋅ ĝ0:

These average effects are �gUS p 0:35, �gUK p 20:37, �gFRN p

20:34, �gRUS p 20:04, and �gCHN p 20:28.24 Notably, the
model illustrates that expected interventions have remark-
ably heterogeneous direct effects on rebels’ incentives to in-
stigate conflict, a result that is masked by studies focusing
on one major power or pooling effects across interveners.25

In addition, the positive effect �gUS provides evidence that
US interventions tend to directly encourage rebels to initiate
wars, confirming the logic underlying the case studies in
Kuperman (2008) on a wider scale.

Although our baseline analysis does not include the di-
rection of interventions, these effects help illustrate how the
model approximates such considerations. For example, the
negative effects �gFRN and �gUK suggest that French and UK
interventions generally reduce rebels’ benefits from war.
This is consistent with the two powers’ tendency to intervene
on behalf of governments in the postwar era. In contrast, the
United States, Russia, and China are generally more open to
pro-rebel interventions. Likewise, an intervention becomes
less beneficial to rebels when it involves a major power allied
with the host government. Examining the heterogeneity of
these effects across countries, we find that in Latin America,
for example, the average effect of US interventions on rebels’
war payoffs is smaller (more negative) than the corresponding

24. Corresponding standard errors are 0.06, 0.09, 0.08, 0.05, and 0.02.
25. Note, however, that our results do not disentangle specific channels

for these effects—e.g., via changes in the cost of war, probabilities of victory,
or expected concessions.

Table 1. Estimates of Payoff Parameters v

Rebels’ Payoffs Interveners’ Payoffs

Constant .44
(.07)

Terrain .11
(.03)

GDP per capita 2.08 .03
(.02) (.01)

Democracy 2.03 .00
(.04) (.02)

Population 2.02 2.04
(.02) (.01)

Distance 2.07
(.02)

Allies 2.14 .18
(.06) (.06)

Colony .18 .06
(.08) (.07)

Previous war 2.61 5.74
(1.07) (1.23)

US .39 2.44
(.06) (.08)

UK 2.40 2.62
(.07) (.08)

France 2.35 2.30
(.06) (.08)

Russia 2.03 2.28
(.07) (.07)

China 2.27 2.67
(.06) (.08)

N 150
log L̂ 2219.98

Note. Standard errors in parentheses. Major-power rows correspond to
major-power fixed effects on rebels’ war payoffs (first column) and in-
tervention benefits (second column).

Table 2. Estimates of Intervention Spillover Effects d

UK France Russia China

US .42 2.27 .05 .37
(.07) (.06) (.07) (.06)

UK .29 .16 .12
(.07) (.06) (.06)

France .03 .39
(.06) (.06)

Russia 2.05
(.07)

Note. Standard errors in parentheses.
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effect outside the region.26 This result comports with the nar-
rative of US support for sympathetic governments in the
region—particularly during the Cold War—and it emerges
even though we do not explicitly model the direction of
interventions.

The second column of table 1 reports the major powers’
payoff parameters. Positive (negative) coefficients indicate
that the variables are associated with greater benefits (larger
costs) from intervention for the major power. For the
country-specific variables, we find that major powers have
weaker incentives to intervene in countries with lower per
capita GDP and larger populations, which may present
substantial development challenges. For the dyadic variables,
greater distance between the major powers and the civil war
implies greater net costs of intervention, hence the negative
coefficient estimate. This mirrors previous results that use
distance, contiguity, or same-region indicators to predict
interventions (Findley and Teo 2006; Gent 2007). Likewise,
major powers have greater incentives to intervene in civil
wars if they occur in countries that are their allies or with
which they have been engaged in an interstate war.27 Finally,
the major-power rows in the second column correspond to
fixed effects on the intervention payoffs. Thus, we find that,
all else equal, China is generally the least inclined to inter-
vene, whereas Russia is the most prone.28

Finally, table 2 reports the intervention spillover effects.
Recall that, if dm;m0 1 0, then intervention efforts between
major powers m and m0 are strategic complements. If dm;m0 !

0, intervention efforts are substitutes. Thus, major-power
interventions are largely characterized by strong strategic
complementarities, which are suggestive of cost-sharing in-
centives for allies—for example, the United States and United
Kingdom—and competition for control among rivals—for
example, the United States and China. This explains the ob-
served prevalence of intervening coalitions among allies and
opposing interventions among rivals.

Two notable exceptions exist, however. First, we find
strong strategic substitution between the United States and
France. As discussed below, the result plausibly stems from
France’s sphere of influence in Africa during the Cold War
and the need for Western allies to efficiently coordinate in-
terventions against the Soviet Union. Second, we find that,

on average, there are little strategic spillovers between the
United States and Russia. Although this may seem surprising
at first glance, it is likely driven by two countervailing forces.
On one hand, the two rivals have attempted to avoid overt
confrontation (Laitin 1999), and the Soviet Union would
temper its intervention intensity when expecting a risk of
conflict with the United States (Kaw 1989). This suggests
negative spillovers. On the other, the two powers regularly
engage in proxy wars indicative of positive spillovers (Kaly-
vas and Balcells 2010). Our estimates reveal that these coun-
tervailing effects offset each other in the aggregate.29

Because we flexibly specify spillover effects while account-
ing for civil-war onset, our findings add nuance to previous
studies. For example, Gent (2007)finds that joint interventions
are more prominent when major-power pairs have opposing
policy preferences, and he argues that this indicates competi-
tion among rivals and free riding among allies.30 Our analysis
partially supports this as we find strategic complementarities
between the West and East major powers, but strategic sub-
stitution—and, thus, free riding among allies—is not a dom-
inant effect in table 2. As noted, the only exception is free
riding between the United States and France. Our estimates of
positive spillovers among allies better match Findley and Teo
(2006), who find, perhaps surprisingly, that allies encourage
each other to launch both joint and opposing interventions
using a hazard analysis.

Intervention expectations
A key feature of our structural approach is that expectations
about major-power intervention are derived from equilib-
rium behavior. In this section, we explore how well standard
proxies for anticipated interventions correlate with the
expectations implied by our model. We use Warsaw Pact
membership and Lake’s (2009) US security hierarchy as
proxies for Russian and US intervention propensities, re-
spectively (Cunningham 2016; Fearon and Laitin 2003).
Given our previously reported payoff estimates, and using
the estimated selection mechanism to compute intervention
probabilities, we compare these proxies with our model’s
predictions.

Figure 1 presents the comparisons. Figure 1A is a box
plot of predicted Russian intervention probabilities in civil
wars occurring in countries that are nonmembers (left) and

26. In Central and South America, the average effect is 0.25. Outside
of the Americas, the average effect is 0.38. The difference is statistically
significant at the 1% level in a two-sample difference-of-means test with
unknown variances.

27. The estimate associated with the colony variable is not significant at
conventional levels. See Chacha and Stojek (2019) for a discussion of how
control variables may mask the effects of colonial ties on interventions.

28. These fixed effects match intervention frequencies in table A2.

29. In our extension modeling the direction of interventions, we find
greater evidence that the United States and Russia avoid supporting in-
terventions but seek opposing interventions—see app. F.

30. Gent (2008) also finds that an intervention on behalf of one side of
a civil war increases the likelihood of another intervention on the opposite
side, indicating positive spillovers among rivals.
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members (right) of the Warsaw Pact. Figure 1B is a scatter plot
of countries where the horizontal axis corresponds to the US
security hierarchy score and the vertical axis measures the
predicted probability of US intervention. All predicted inter-
vention probabilities are computed conditional on civil-war
onset—that is, in the intervention subgame.

Two takeaways emerge. First, both proxies correlate with
the estimated intervention probabilities in expected direc-
tions. We find that, on average, Russia is more likely to in-
tervene in civil wars when they occur in Warsaw Pact member
states than in nonmember states. In member states, Russia
intervenes with average probability 52%, whereas, in non-
member states, Russia intervenes with average probability
46%. The difference is statistically significant at the 1% level.
Furthermore, we find that importance in the US security hier-
archy is positively correlated with expectations of US inter-
vention in civil wars. The correlation coefficient is r p 0:66
and is also significant at the 1% level.

However, the two proxies miss important heterogeneity.
In particular, they likely capture potential interventions on
behalf of the government and overlook those that are more
encouraging (or at least less discouraging) for rebels. In the
Russian case, the model plausibly predicts that Russia is
quite likely to intervene in civil wars if they occur in Qatar,
Finland, and the United Arab Emirates, even though these
countries were not members of the Warsaw Pact. Similarly,
we find that the United States is more likely to intervene in
civil wars if they occur in North Korea and Iraq than in
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, yet all four countries have iden-

tical (zero) hierarchy scores. Notably, in our sample period,
the United States has stronger incentives to disrupt the status
quo in the former countries than the latter.

Robustness and direction-of-intervention extension
We evaluate the robustness of our results to several key
features of our analysis. To examine the consequences of ag-
gregating over time when creating a cross-sectional sample,
we consider four exercises. First, we split the sample into two
periods, during and after the Cold War, and separately rees-
timate our model. Second, we drop countries with multiple
civil wars from the original sample. Finally, we construct panel
versions of the data with country-decade observations, both
averaging observed covariates and taking initial values as the
corresponding observation for each decade. In addition, to ex-
plore the sensitivity of our results to the intervention measure,
we consider an alternative coding that focuses on military—
excluding economic—interventions.31

Appendix E presents our results in detail. All of our main
conclusions persist. Coefficient estimates associated with key
covariates have similar magnitudes and significance levels
across robustness checks, although standard errors are gen-
erally smaller with country-decade observations. We consis-
tently find that US and Russian interventions are expected
to be the most favorable to rebels, while UK and French in-
terventions are the least favorable. And spillovers among

Figure 1. Comparing proxies and estimated intervention expectations. Panel A is a box plot of the estimated probability of Russian intervention (conditional

on civil war) by Warsaw Pact membership. Panel B is a scatter plot comparing the estimated probability of US intervention (conditional on civil war) with

Lake’s (2009) US security hierarchy measure.

31. We also examine the robustness of our results to alternative
specifications of the equilibrium selection mechanism—see app. D.1.
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major powers are largely characterized by strong strategic
complementarities rather than substitution effects. In fact, the
robustness exercises suggest that strategic complementarities
might be even more predominant given that we only find free-
riding incentives between the United States and France dur-
ing the Cold War. This is consistent with accounts describing
how the need to efficiently coordinate responses to the Soviet
block led Western allies to rely on France to handle inter-
ventions in its sphere of influence, Françafrique, but, since the
fall of the Berlin Wall, the United States has adopted a more
competitive military role in Africa as French and American
interests have become less aligned (Schraeder 2000).

Furthermore, we extend our analysis to explicitly model
the direction of intervention efforts in appendix F. That
is, if rebels launch a civil war, the major powers simulta-
neously decide whether to stay out, intervene to support the
government, or intervene to support the rebels. We main-
tain a flexible specification of systematic utilities and use
Regan’s (2002) target of intervention variable to identify pro-
government and pro-rebel interventions. This exercise yields
three conclusions.

First, as previewed above, our baseline analysis accom-
modates well the expected direction of interventions through
observed covariates and major-power fixed effects. For exam-
ple, we find that security alliances encourage pro-government
interventions and discourage pro-rebel interventions. More-
over, conditional on either direction, interventions by major
powers allied with the home government decrease rebels’ war
payoffs. These results are consistent with the corresponding
coefficient estimates in table 1.

Second, we find that the United States is generally the
major power that is most favorable to rebels, all else equal.
Even when intervening on behalf of the government, a US
intervention increases rebels’ expected war payoff, although
the effect is not significant at conventional levels. This sug-
gests that, conditional on either direction of intervention, the
United States uses tactics or adopts bargaining positions that
are more rebel friendly than other major powers. Similarly,
conditional on either direction, French and UK interventions
are still the least sympathetic to rebels, whereas Russia is the
most favorable after the United States. These results match
the fixed effects in table 1 and the sample average effects �gm

reported above.
Third, spillover effects among major powers are largely

characterized by strategic complementarities, although two
additional nuances emerge. The extended analysis suggests
that strategic substitution between France and the United
States may be driven by a preference to avoid opposing in-
terventions rather than by free riding on joint or supporting
interventions. This is also consistent with diverging French

interests in Africa—for example, France intervenes on be-
half of the rebels in the Nigerian (Biafran) civil war, opposing
the United Kingdom. We also find that the United States
and Russia face strategic substitution for joint or supporting
interventions, whereas they have stronger incentives to en-
gage in opposing interventions. While this suggests that their
incentives to compete via proxy wars may outweigh those to
avoid overt competition, disentangling these effects with sta-
tistical precision is difficult with the data at hand.

INTERVENTION COUNTERFACTUALS
What is the impact of expected major-power intervention
on civil-war onset? The estimates in table 1 provide only a
partial answer. Specifically, the value ĝm 1 zRnm ⋅ ĝ0 measures
the effect of an intervention from major power m on rebels’
expected payoff from starting a civil war in country n while
fixing the intervention decisions of all other major powers
m0 ≠ m. The choices of the other major powers are en-
dogenous, however. As such, the intervention decision of
power m has not only a direct effect on rebels’ incentives to
instigate a conflict but also an indirect effect through its
influence on the decisions of the remaining powers.

These direct and indirect effects obscure the total impact
of interventions on civil-war onset. For instance, consider
the United States. As �gUS 1 0, US interventions should dis-
courage peace because they directly increase rebels’ war pay-
offs on average. However, US and UK interventions are stra-
tegic complements, which implies that the former encourage
the latter. The United Kingdom, in turn, directly decreases
rebels’ war payoffs on average as �gUK ! 0. Indirectly, then, US
interventions can deter civil-war onset via the United King-
dom’s entry decision.32 As a result, US interventions have
countervailing effects on peace.

We conduct a series of counterfactual experiments to ex-
plicitly quantify these substantive effects. First, for each
major power m and country n, we fix m’s intervention de-
cision to entering a civil war if it is launched by the rebels
in that country, anm p 1. In other words, m commits to in-
tervening in every civil war that arises. Anticipating this
commitment, the remaining actors—that is, major powers
m0 ≠ m and the rebels—still make decisions optimally, with

32. We use average effects for illustration, but these vary across coun-
tries. Moreover, this does not necessarily imply that the two powers would
be on opposing sides of the same civil war. Even when supporting the same
side, the United States and United Kingdom may adopt different tactics or
bargaining positions, with the United Kingdom expected to be less favorable
to rebels. Indeed, we find evidence of this in app. F. Nonetheless, Western
allies do occasionally intervene on opposite sides—e.g., in the Nigerian civil
war.
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payoffs given by equation (1) and parameters v previously
estimated, and their behavior satisfies subgame perfection.
As before, multiple equilibria may exist, even when fixing the
action of intervener m, so we select equilibria with proba-
bilities F(j; v, l) and the selection parameters l previously
estimated. We then compute the probability of peace. For
each country, we compare these expectations with those
generated by the original model where m chooses freely
whether or not to intervene. We then repeat the same ex-
ercise but fix each major power’s decision to staying out of
any civil war, anm p 0. Finally, although our focus is on the
net impact of unilateral commitments by major powers on
the onset of civil war, we also consider counterfactual sce-
narios where either every major power intervenes in every
civil war or no major power intervenes in any civil war.

Figure 2 summarizes our analysis. The top panel graphs
the change in the probability of peace under the six coun-
terfactuals where major powers commit to intervening in
every civil war. The bottom panel graphs the corresponding
change under the counterfactuals where the powers commit
to staying out of any civil war. In both panels, the dashed
horizontal line highlights a null effect, and estimates above
(below) the line correspond to peace enhancing (diminishing)
commitment policies. Three major takeaways emerge.

First, we find that, at least for the United States, the road
to hell is paved with good intentions. Greater US commit-
ment to civil-war intervention perversely increases the
probability of war onset. Specifically, if the United States
could commit to always intervene, the probability of peace
would decrease by 10 percentage points, which is the effect
largest in magnitude under the commit-to-intervene treat-
ment. As discussed above, this confirms the logic of Ku-
perman’s (2008) Balkans case studies on a wider scale and
contrasts with studies that proxy for US interventions using
security hierarchy, which likely misses cases where the
United States is less invested in the status quo.

Second, the story is different when the powers commit to
abstaining from civil wars. When rebels do not expect a
major power to intervene, the probability of war almost al-
ways increases. The effect is largest when the United King-
dom and France avoid intervention, decreasing the proba-
bility of peace by 10 percentage points.

Third, the counterfactual commitments have heteroge-
neous effects on the likelihood of civil war, varying system-
atically across the major powers. In contrast to the United
States, United Kingdom and Chinese commitments to in-
tervene generally increase the probability of peace—by about
3 and 5 percentage points, respectively. When the United
Kingdom and France do not intervene, peace decreases
considerably, whereas there is no effect for the United States.

This demonstrates the limits of studying the effects of po-
tential interventions focusing on a single major power.

To some degree, figure 2 masks the heterogeneity that our
unified theoretical and empirical model is able to uncover
because it reports averages over all countries.33 For example,
the United States and United Kingdom intervened in the 1958
crisis in Lebanon to support the Chamoun government. No
other power intervened in the conflict, including France, the
colonial power governing Lebanon after World War I. Our
counterfactual experiments suggest that, had France com-
mitted to intervene a priori, the probability of peace would
have decreased by one percentage point, and the probability
of US intervention conditional on conflict would have de-
creased by a similar magnitude.34 Compare this with the civil
war in South Africa, a former British colony, during the late
1980s and early 1990s, which had the United States and
United Kingdom intervening to support the rebels. In this
case, a French commitment to intervention would have in-
creased the probability of peace by 5 percentage points and,
conditional on conflict, would have increased the likelihood
of a US intervention by one percentage point.

Notice that the substantive effects of a French commit-
ment to intervention can run counter to the directions sug-
gested by the parameters �gFRN and dUS,FRN. For example, in the
Lebanese case, a French intervention encourages civil-war
onset even though �gFRN ! 0. In the South African case, the
United States is more likely to intervene given a French in-
tervention, yet dU:S:;FRN ! 0. These countervailing forces arise
from the indirect effects of French interventions via the
equilibrium behavior of other major powers and the equi-
librium selection mechanism. Examples like these demon-
strate the importance of conducting counterfactual analyses
in addition to examining parameter estimates.

More broadly, the counterfactuals in figure 2 carry an
important policy implication. If the goal is to minimize the
onset of civil conflict, foreign policy practitioners should
avoid committing major powers a priori to either intervening
in or staying out of civil wars. Our results suggest that coor-
dination among major powers has been maximally successful
at deterring civil conflict. Next, to explore this further, we

33. This heterogeneity emerges through three avenues. First, inter-
vention by major power m has a fixed effect gm on rebels’ war payoffs.
Second, this effect is adjusted according to the dyadic covariates zRnm .
Third, major-power-pair-specific strategic spillovers, dm;m0 , encourage (or
discourage) other major powers to intervene as well, which in turn affects
rebels’ payoffs.

34. This prediction does not necessarily imply that France would have
supported the rebels and opposed the United States and United Kingdom.
The commitment may have changed the direction or quality of US and
UK interventions. See n. 32 for a similar discussion.
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quantify the full range of outcomes consistent with equilib-
rium behavior.

EQUILIBRIUM SELECTION COUNTERFACTUALS
How important is major-power coordination for conflict
outcomes? Could the major powers select more peaceful or
more conflictual equilibria? In this section, we answer these
questions by illustrating how the equilibrium selection mech-
anism, F(j; v, l), affects the model’s predictions. Such an ex-
ercise is important because coordinating on different equi-
libria is a feasible policy counterfactual. That is, changing what
equilibrium actors play does not require politically untenable
measures—such as binding commitments to intervention—
nor the resources required to change country characteristics—
for example, changing democracy or development levels.

We consider two polar, deterministic equilibrium selec-
tion mechanisms. One criterion is the most peaceful equilib-
rium, which is computed as follows. First, select the equilib-
rium such that rebels play peace. If multiple equilibria exist in
which rebels play peace or if no such equilibrium exists, then
select the equilibrium that minimizes the expected number
of interveners in the intervention subgame. Analogously, we
consider the most conflictual equilibrium, where we select the
equilibrium such that rebels start a civil war. If multiple such
equilibria exist or if none exists, then we select the equilibrium
that maximizes the expected number of interveners in the
intervention subgame.

Figure 3 summarizes our results. The horizontal axis de-
picts the two selection mechanisms, and the vertical axis mea-
sures the predicted probability of peace. The dashed hori-

zontal line highlights our baseline model prediction, with the
shaded area covering the 95% confidence interval. An esti-
mate above (below) the line indicates that the proposed
selection mechanism has a peace enhancing (diminishing)
effect relative to the data. Two major lessons emerge.

First, equilibrium selection has nontrivial effects on peace.
The most peaceful selection increases the probability of peace
by 10 percentage points, though not in a statistically mean-
ingful way. In contrast, the most conflictual selection de-
creases the probability of peace by almost 40 percentage points,
twice the effect of committing all major powers to abstaining
from interventions.

Figure 2. Intervention and the likelihood of peace. The x-axis corresponds to counterfactual scenarios fixing the intervention decision of the respective actor(s).

The y-axis measures the change in the predicted probability of peace. The top (bottom) panel corresponds to a commitment to always intervene in (stay out of )

civil wars. We plot sample average effects, and vertical lines cover 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3. The effects of equilibrium selection. The x-axis corresponds to

counterfactual equilibrium selection criteria. The y-axis measures the pre-

dicted probability of peace. Vertical lines cover 95% confidence intervals.

The dashed line shows our baseline model prediction given the selection

mechanism in the data, with the shaded area covering the 95% confidence

interval.
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Second, the effects identified in figure 3 demonstrate that
the major powers tend to coordinate on peaceful equilibria.
Although there exists a selection criterion that produces
more peace than the one identified in the data, the effect is
relatively small. And the potential for a greater probability of
peace from coordinating on the most peaceful equilibrium is
dwarfed by the potential for additional wars from coordi-
nating on more conflictual equilibria. This reveals that co-
ordination among major powers has effectively maximized
deterrence of civil conflict. As a prescription for policy,
therefore, practitioners should avoid courses of action that
could potentially shift intervention focal points.

DISCUSSION
Besides quantifying the net impact of expected major-power
intervention on civil-war onset, our findings have substan-
tive and methodological implications for ongoing research
in international relations. A sizable body of literature ex-
amines the effects of military interventions and humani-
tarian aid on conflict outcomes. These studies generally rely
on a sample of countries with a known history of conflict for
their analyses. In addition to raising methodological ques-
tions about potential selection bias, this overlooks the pos-
sibility that aid and interventions might encourage the onset
of new conflicts not previously considered, offsetting any
estimated benefits for ongoing conflict outcomes. Our results
validate this concern. While we do not model other potential
benefits of intervention—for example, shortening the length
of war—future work could expand our framework in order
to explicitly compare additional channels through which
interventions may affect the nature of conflict.

Although our analysis is largely empirical, our results
have implications for future theoretical work. When flexibly
estimating strategic spillovers among major powers, we find
substantial evidence of strategic complementarities, which
may have grown even stronger after the Cold War. Future
theories of third-party intervention should therefore focus
on disentangling mechanisms that explain the emergence of
and variation in strategic complementaries rather than on
strategic substitution.

Finally, our analysis demonstrates nonconventional ave-
nues by which formal models can be useful for empirical
research in political science. Typically, the interaction be-
tween models and data is limited to statistically testing hy-
potheses derived from a theoretical model. In contrast, we
use a game-theoretic model to help measure unobserved
quantities of substantive interest—namely, strategic spillovers
among major powers and endogenous expectations about
third-party intervention. As our results illustrate, spillovers
can generate crucial indirect equilibrium effects that should

not be glossed over when probing empirical relationships of
interest. We hope our efforts highlight the usefulness of the
structural enterprise and encourage future interaction be-
tween formal models and empirical research.
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